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Abstracts of the Symposium, the 28th Annual Meeting of 

the Japan Society of Human Genetics 

Symposium: Bioteclmology in Human Getetics 

~From Molecules to Whole Body--  

Introductory Remarks by the Chairman 

Hiraku TAKEBE 

(Department of Experimental Radiology, Faculty of Medicine, 

Kyoto Univerisity, Kyoto 606) 

Recent development in biotechnology might have caused too much expectation in its 

application to human genetics. This symposium intended to present and discuss current 

status of the biotechnology based on the experimental evidences using mainly human and 

animal materials. The development of the basic technique in biotechnology depended 

mainly on the works at molecular levels in microorganisms and the successful application 

in human genetics has been limited to a few attempts, some of which were presented in this 

symposium. The speakers were selected from those working on the structure and func- 

tion of the genes of interest in human genetics such as globins, transforming genes, EGF, 

insulin etc. General introduction was given by Dr. Y. Takagi, who is the chairman of the 

committee on recombinant DNA joint research project of the Ministry of Education, 

Science and Culture (Monbusho). Drs. Y. Fukumaki, K. Tanaka and N. Shimizu pre- 

sented their own research reports, the abstracts appearing in this issue. Dr. Z. Ogita, 

the president-elect for the annual meeting 1984, concluded the symposium by discussing 

the application to the whole body by his sophisticated micro-technique using mouse em- 

bryos. 

technology in the Studies of Human Genetics: Yasuyuki TAKAGI (Dept. Biochem., 

Kyushu Univ. Med. Sch., Fukuoka) 
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tion Techniques; Abnorn~l Human Globin Genes: Y, FUKUMAKI (Dept. Biochem., 

Kyushu Univ. Sch. Med., Fukuoka) 
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$3. Genomie Rearrangements of the SV40 Sequences in the Chinese Hamster Embryo 

Fibroblasts (CHEF/18) Cells Transfeeted by the SV40 DNA with Flanking Mouse 

Sequences: Kiyoji TANAKA (Dept. Med. Geriatr., Osaka Univ., Osaka) and 

Ruth SAGER (Dana Farber Cancer Inst., Boston). 

The 8.8 kb EcoRI fragment containing SV40 early sequences and their flanking mouse 

sequences which were cloned into lambda gt WES were transfected into CHEF/18 cells. 

The foci which arose were picked-up and cloned. The five parental clones (205SV33-4E, 

205SV33-26E, 205SV21-21E, 205SV21-24E and 205SV53-2E) which were found to have 

only one copy of SV40 D N A  were chosen. To examine the stability of the integrated 

SV40 D N A  in the parental clones, the integration patterns of SV40 D N A  in the subclones 

from each parental clone was compared. The arrangements of SV40 sequences were 

examined by blot hybridization with 32P-labeled nick translated SV40 D N A  following 

BamHI or EcoRI digestion. The patterns of subclones from 205SV33-4E were different 

from one clone to another, while all the subciones from 33-26E maintained the same re- 

striction patterns as those of the parental clone. In  205SV21-24E, almost all the subclones 

gained the extra fragments which were not seen in parental 205SV21-24E. About half 

of the subclones from 205SV21-21E showed the different patterns from those of the paren- 

tal clone. In the subclones from 205SV53-2E, three out of 12 subclones contained extra 

new fragments. These results indicate that there are significant differences in the stability 

of the integrated SV40 sequences among different parental clones; 205SV33-4E is a very 

unstable clone while 205SV33-26E is very stable. 205SV53-2E is also a stable clone. Both 

205SV21-24E and 21-21E are intermediate. 

Properties of the parental clones were examined. All the clones made tumors in nude 

mice, although the appearance of the tumors was delayed in 205SV33-26E. All the clones 

also expressed normal sizes of large T (94K daltons), non-viral middle T (53K daltons) and 

small T (17K daltons) antigens. However, the amount of large T antigen in 205SV33-26E 

was less than that of other clones. 

To examine whether there are any differences between stable and unstable clones in the 
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genomic sequences containing SV40 D N A  and mouse flanking sequences, the restriction 

enzyme mappings were carried out with 18 enzymes using SV40 D N A  as probe. 205SV33- 

4E retained whole 8.8 kb EcoRI fragment which was transferred, while in 205SV33-26E and 

53-2E, almost all the 5' flanking mouse sequences and all the 3' flanking mouse sequences 

were missing. In 205SV33-26E, the BamH[(2469) and SfaN[(2255)SV40 sites were 

missing but HpaI  site (2604) was retained, indicating that 205SV33-26E has a deletion 

in the 3' end region of the transcription template for early mRNA,  although the whole 

translation template for large T antigen was retained. In 205SV53-2E, both transcrip- 

tion and translation templates were intact, tn  205SV21-24E and 21-21E, about one-third 

of the 5' flanking mouse sequences were missing and part of the 3' flanking mouse se- 

quences were also missing. SV40 sequences were intact. 

These results indicate that the flanking mouse sequences could be involved in the rear- 

rangements in the unstable clone and that the deleted 3' end region of the transcription 

template for early m R N A  in 205SV33-26E may contain the polyadenylation signal for 

early m R N A  and the lack of the signal may contribute to significantly lower expression of 

T antigen. The decreased level of T antigen may lead decreased level of viral replication 

and stable arrangements of integrated SV40 sequences. D N A  sequencing analysis in the 

5' flanking mouse sequences is in progress. This region may contain either mouse D N A  

replicating orJgin~ enhancer (promotor) or enzymes involved in D N A  recombinations. 
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of Receptor-defieicient Diseases: Use of the Hybrid Hormones: N. SHIMIZU (Dept. 

Mol. Biol., Keio Univ. Med. Sch., Tokyo) 
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S5. A Developmental Engineering Approach to Human Genetics: Zen-iehi OGITA 

(Dept. Biochem. Pathoi., Res. Inst. Oriental Med., Toyama Med. ]?harm. Univ., 

Toyama) 

The elucidation of genetic phenomena by the investigating method a la Mendel based 

upon mating experiments has a limited scope of analysis and, in the case of man, has a 

limited application. For  man, there can be no marriage with a mating experiments as 

its object, and yet very few infants are born. Moreover, observers and persons to be ob- 

served are, both men with destined lengths of life, and this makes it particular and difficult 

to deal with the spheres of human genetic investigations. Man is not appropriate as a 

subject for applying the investigating method a la Mendel with which are observed the 

traits transmitted from parents to children over each generation. 

However, a method of formir, g hybrid cells was established, which is capable of creating 

in vitro new combinations of genomes and chromosomes using somatic cells, and a gene 

engineering technique was also established, which creates new combinations of genes by 

cutting and fusing D N A  in vitro, whereby establishing conditions for in vitro genetics were 

settled. Thus, new aspects were opened to human genetics as well as genetics a l a  Mendel 

which has been obliged to be applied only among the same biological species capab!e of 

mating. The preparing method of chimera animals by Tarkowski in 1961 and Mintz 

et al. in 1962 is making its unexpected evolution to those investigations in which the inter- 

action between the cells with more than 2 sorts of different genotypes can be analyzed 

through its developmental process and yet even within each organ of an individual. 

Furtheremore, if a preparing method of chimera animals among different species of ani- 

mals is developed, human gene expression will be able to be observed on each organ or 

tissue of an experimental animal by transferring human chromosome or gene into its early 

embryo. Therefore, it is not a dream that the treatment of a human hereditary disease will 

be developed through the elucidation of the process of its onset in mice. Especially, great 

hopes are desired of replacing human productive age by that of mice so as to shorten the 

time of generation by means of a surprising method, quite beyond conception, of expres- 

sing human gene in the mouse individual. Thus, if such developmental engineering inves- 

tigating technique is available, not only the disadvantage, destined to human genetics, that 

observers and persons to be observed are, both, men with destined lengths of life, will be 

able to be compensated, but also an analysis will be able to be made of the mechanism of  

control in the developmental process of human genes. 
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Discussions were made on what evolution of human genetics will follow and how it 

should evolve through respective combination and systematization of these gene engineer- 

ing, cell engineering and developmental engineering investigating techniques. 
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